In Silico Approaches in Predictive Genetic Toxicology.
Genetic toxicology testing is a weight-of-evidence approach to identify and characterize chemical substances that can cause genetic modifications in somatic and/or germ cells. Prediction of genetic toxicology using computational tools is gaining more attention and preferred by regulatory authorities as an alternate safety assessment for in vivo or in vitro approaches. Due to the cost and time associated with experimental genetic toxicity tests, it is essential to develop more robust in silico methods to predict chemical genetic toxicity. A number of in silico genotoxicity predictive tools/models are developed based on the experimental data gathered over the years. These in silico tools are divided into statistical quantitative structure-activity relationships (QSAR)-based approaches and expert-based systems. This chapter covers the state of the art in silico toxicology approaches and standardized protocols, essential for conducting genetic toxicity predictions of chemicals. This chapter also highlights various parameters for the validation of the prediction results obtained from QSAR models.